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SARVA  SHIKSHA  ABIYAN 
State Level Achievement survey  2014 – 2015    

Term -III (Question -5) 
STD : VIII            Total Marks :60 
Subject : English                                      Time      :2.30 hrs 
1. Pick out correct verb form of the underlined word 

She bought a computer. 
              a) Transitive verb        b) Intransitiveverb            c) ‘Be’ verb        d) Modal verb 
2. Fill in the blanks with suitable conjunction. 

This is the house   _________   jack built. 
  a)That   b) But     c) Or     d) None 
3.   Find the odd one out from the given list of words. 
 [Flim,  Director,  Actor,  Clerk] 

a) Flim     b)  Director     c)  Actor      d)  Clerk 
 4.   ____  danced inside the beam. 
 a) Butterfly    b) Peacock     c) TinyParticles    d) None 
 5.   Johnny’s left eye is swollen 
 a) Increased      b) Reduced     c) Bulging      d) Driven 
6.   Find out the number of syllables in the given word   “Abundance”. 
 a)Two     b) Three     c) Four     d) Five 
 7.   Find out the correct meaning of the underlined word 
 Some myths call this the birth of life in the water 

a) Poems    b) Stories    c)  Essays     d) None 
 8.   Mechanics is the study of  
 a) Languages     b) Machines     c) Trees     d) None 
 9.  Pick out the correct verb form of the  underlined word 

He is a  Doctor 
a) Modal     b) ‘Be’ form       c) Transitive  verb     d) None 

 10.  Write the suffix for the word  “ Patient”. 
a) al  b) ly  c) less  d) ion 

 11.  Find out the verb in the given sentence. 
 I know the answer. 

a) I  b) Know c) The  d) Answer 
Study the Table Chart and answer the questions given below: 

Hotel Type of the Room Rent (per Day)in Rs. Distance from 
central bus stand 

Hotel Meera Single Non A/c 370.00 3 Kms 
Hotel Kannagi Single  A/c 370.00 3 Kms 

Hotel Opal Double Non A/c 370.00 3 Kms 

Hotel Midway Double Deluxe Non 
A/c 370.00 3 Kms 

 
12. Hotel ___________ is the nearest to the bus stand. 
 a) Kannagi  b) Mid way   c) Meera     d) Opal 
       13. Single Room facilities are provided only in  
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 a) Kannagi and Opal         b) Meera and Mid way        
c) Meera and Kannagi    d) Opal and Mid way 

       14. ____________  is suitable for an economical tourist with family. 
 a) Meera    b) Opal     c) Kannagi   d) Mid way 

Advertisement 
Welcome to the  
 
 
                     PEN WORLD 
 
Less price                                                           Pens of varieties colours 
 
 
                 Smooth Flow Ranging From Rs. 10 to Rs. 1000 

15. The Advertisement is about __________ 
       a) Pencils     b) Pens    c) Books    d) Cars 
16.  Can we buy Pen for Rs.15?   Yes  or  No 
17.  The shop name is ________ 

        a) Fun world    b) Pen world     c) Kavitha store    d) Kala store 

18.   Who said the following line 

         As one lamb lights another, so nobleness enkindles nobleness 

         There lines were taken from the lesson 

a) God,  This is Charles  b) What is your address   c) The sun beam    

d) The unforgettable  Johnny  

19.  Fill in the blanks with suitable conjunction. 

        _______   he fell down, all laughed 

a) As soon as     b) Though     c) or    d) That 

20.  I like him  _______ 

       a) When he is honest    b) he is honest   c) Because he is honest       d) None 

21.  I would like to be a good citizen of India. 

        In this sentence “ would “ is used to express 

a) Permission    b) Request     c) Desire    d) Order 

22.  What is the singular form of the word “ Butterflies”. 

        a) Butterflies    b) Butter    c) Butterfly    d) Betterfly 
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23.  Who is the inventor of the electric bulb? 
a) AlberdEinsten         b) Thomas Alva Edison       
c) Agatha Christie    d)Leonardoda Vinci 
 

24.  Choose the suitable negative form of the sentence  

“ She dictated her novels “ 

a) She do not dictate   b) She did not dictated   

c) She did not dictate   d) She is not dictate 
25. Identify the number of syllables  in the word ‘Train’ 
       a) Mono syllabic             b) Di-syllabic           c)  Tri-syllabic             d) None 
 26.Choose the correct preffix for the word  ’Tidy ’ 
   a) il     b) In     c) Un     d)Ir 
 27.  Choose the oppsite of the word given: Same 

 a) Real    b) Ture    c) Different    d) Identical 
 28.  Find out the meaning of the given word: Eternal 
   a) Last forever b) Dead    c) imagine    d) Enegry 
29.   Rearrange the jumbled words into a meaningful sentence 

A    B     C           D                   
  Is    /  What / in the universe? /our address 

a)    ADCB b)   BADC c)   DCBA d)  CBAD 
30.  The Expansion of  “AHM” is  
         a) Assistant   High Meter    b) Asssistant Head Master     

c) Asssistant Hike Master     d) None 
31.   But the smallest among them,  hestumbled and staggered  
        Which one is the  unsuitable meaning of the word “Stumbled” 

a) Slip    b) Losing    c) Footing    d) smile 
32.  _______  is not  allowed here. 
        a) Going   b) Parking   c) Crying  d) None 
33.  This is not ________  easiest way to do it. 
         a) The    b) An     c) A     d) On 
34.   Fill in the suitable infinitive to complete the sentence. 

Lakshmi  agreed  ___________  me a computer. 
a) To buy    b) To walk      c) To sing    d) to laugh 

35.  Find out the adverb in the sentence 
Ramu beat me severly 
a) Ramu     b) Beat    c) Me     d) Severly 

 36.  Fill in the blanks with correct preposition. 
         The pencilsare  ___________  the box. 

a) From    b) Under    c) In      d) Above   
37.  Fill in the blanks with the correct form of verb: 
       The students  _______  ( Playing)  football. 

a) Playing    b) Are playing    c) Played    d) Is playing 
38.   “ Most of us use LPG  gas, a fossil fuel to cook our food.” 
        a) We use gas stove       b) we use LPG gas, a fossil and fuel      c) We use vegetables 
39.  This is Charles, my brain doesn’t sense  what my hand is doing. 
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        To whom is he telling his problems? 
a) God     b) Friend    c) Teacher    d) Father 

40.   To  err is human.    

          Identify the grammatical form of the underlined word? 

a) Modal    b) Infinitive     c) Article    d) Gerund 

41.   I __________   writing a story. 

        a) Is     b) Am     c) Are    d) Were 

42.   Which of the words given below can be placed after the wordsmatch to form a 
compound word. 

         a) Teacher     b) Box     c) Book    d) Cap 
  43. Find out the opposite of the word:  Boy 
         a) Men      b) Girl    c)  Man     d)  Woman 
   44. Which of the following word takes the prefix ’il’ 
         a) Moral     b) Able    c) Legal    d)  Obey 
  45.  Find out the opposite of the word:     Begin  x End  
   46.  Translate the following words in Tamil:  Earth     
   47.  Write  two sentences about  “Village” 
   48.  Speaking skill 
           Speak four sentences about “My Ambition” 
    49.  Read aloud: 
Any Paragraph. 
   50.  Teacher  should read the passage.  Students should listen carefully and answer the 
         Questions asked   by the teacher. 
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Term -III (Question -5)-Answer 
1. Pick out correct verb form of the underlined word 

She bought a computer. 
              a) Transitive verb        b) Intransitiveverb            c) ‘Be’ verb        d) Modal verb 
2. Fill in the blanks with suitable conjunction. 

This is the house   _________   jack built. 
  a)That   b) But     c) Or     d) None 
3.   Find the odd one out from the given list of words. 
 [Flim,  Director,  Actor,  Clerk] 

b) Flim     b)  Director     c)  Actor      d)  Clerk 
 4.   ____  danced inside the beam. 
 a) Butterfly    b) Peacock     c) TinyParticles    d) None 
 5.   Johnny’s left eye is swollen 
 a) Increased      b) Reduced     c) Bulging      d) Driven 
6.   Find out the number of syllables in the given word   “Abundance”. 
 a)Two     b) Three     c) Four     d) Five 
 7.   Find out the correct meaning of the underlined word 
 Some myths call this the birth of life in the water 

b) Poems    b) Stories    c)  Essays     d) None 
 8.   Mechanics is the study of  
 a) Languages     b) Machines     c) Trees     d) None 
 9.  Pick out the correct verb form of the  underlined word 

He is a  Doctor 
a) Modal     b) ‘Be’ form       c) Transitive  verb     d) None 

 10.  Write the suffix for the word  “ Patient”. 
a) al  b) ly  c) less  d) ion 

 11.  Find out the verb in the given sentence. 
 I know the answer. 

b) I  b) Know c) The  d) Answer 
Study the Table Chart and answer the questions given below: 

Hotel Type of the Room Rent (per Day)in Rs. Distance from 
central bus stand 

Hotel Meera Single Non A/c 370.00 3 Kms 
Hotel Kannagi Single  A/c 370.00 3 Kms 

Hotel Opal Double Non A/c 370.00 3 Kms 

Hotel Midway Double Deluxe Non 
A/c 370.00 3 Kms 

 
12. Hotel ___________ is the nearest to the bus stand. 
 a) Kannagi  b) Mid way   c) Meera     d) Opal 
       13. Single Room facilities are provided only in  
 a) Kannagi and Opal         b) Meera and Mid way        

c) Meera and Kannagi    d) Opal and Mid way 
       14. ____________  is suitable for an economical tourist with family. 
 a) Meera    b) Opal     c) Kannagi   d) Mid way 
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Advertisement 
Welcome to the  
 
 
                     PEN WORLD 
 
Less price                                                           Pens of varieties colours 
 
 
                 Smooth Flow Ranging From Rs. 10 to Rs. 1000 

15. The Advertisement is about __________ 
       a) Pencils     b) Pens    c) Books    d) Cars 
16.  Can we buy Pen for Rs.15?   Yes  or  No 
17.  The shop name is ________ 

        a) Fun world    b) Pen world     c) Kavitha store    d) Kala store 

18.   Who said the following line 

         As one lamb lights another, so nobleness enkindles nobleness 

         There lines were taken from the lesson 

b) God,  This is Charles  b) What is your address   c) The sun beam    

d) The unforgettable  Johnny  

19.  Fill in the blanks with suitable conjunction. 

        _______   he fell down, all laughed 

b) As soon as     b) Though     c) or    d) That 

20.  I like him  _______ 

       a) When he is honest    b) he is honest   c) Because he is honest       d) None 

21.  I would like to be a good citizen of India. 

        In this sentence “ would “ is used to express 

b) Permission    b) Request     c) Desire    d) Order 

22.  What is the singular form of the word “ Butterflies”. 

        a) Butterflies    b) Butter    c) Butterfly    d) Betterfly 

23.  Who is the inventor of the electric bulb? 
a) AlberdEinsten         b) Thomas Alva Edison       
c) Agatha Christie    d)Leonardoda Vinci 
 

24.  Choose the suitable negative form of the sentence  
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“ She dictated her novels “ 

b) She do not dictate   b) She did not dictated   

c) She did not dictate   d) She is not dictate 
25. Identify the number of syllables  in the word ‘Train’ 
       a) Mono syllabic             b) Di-syllabic           c)  Tri-syllabic             d) None 
 26.Choose the correct preffix for the word  ’Tidy ’ 
   a) il     b) In     c) Un     d)Ir 
 27.  Choose the oppsite of the word given: Same 

 a) Real    b) Ture    c) Different    d) Identical 
 28.  Find out the meaning of the given word: Eternal 
   a) Last forever b) Dead    c) imagine    d) Enegry 
29.   Rearrange the jumbled words into a meaningful sentence 

A    B     C           D                   
  Is    /  What / in the universe? /our address 

a)    ADCB b)   BADC c)   DCBA d)  CBAD 
30.  The Expansion of  “AHM” is  
         a) Assistant   High Meter    b) Asssistant Head Master     

c) Asssistant Hike Master     d) None 
31.   But the smallest among them,  hestumbled and staggered  
        Which one is the  unsuitable meaning of the word “Stumbled” 

b) Slip    b) Losing    c) Footing    d) smile 
32.  _______  is not  allowed here. 
        a) Going   b) Parking   c) Crying  d) None 
33.  This is not ________  easiest way to do it. 
         a) The    b) An     c) A     d) On 
34.   Fill in the suitable infinitive to complete the sentence. 

Lakshmi  agreed  ___________  me a computer. 
b) To buy    b) To walk      c) To sing    d) to laugh 

35.  Find out the adverb in the sentence 
Ramu beat me severly 
b) Ramu     b) Beat    c) Me     d) Severly 

 36.  Fill in the blanks with correct preposition. 
         The pencilsare  ___________  the box. 

b) From    b) Under    c) In      d) Above   
37.  Fill in the blanks with the correct form of verb: 
       The students  _______  ( Playing)  football. 

b) Playing    b) Are playing    c) Played    d) Is playing 
38.   “ Most of us use LPG  gas, a fossil fuel to cook our food.” 
        a) We use gas stove       b) we use LPG gas, a fossil and fuel      c) We use vegetables 
39.  This is Charles, my brain doesn’t sense  what my hand is doing. 
        To whom is he telling his problems? 

b) God     b) Friend    c) Teacher    d) Father 
40.   To  err is human.    

          Identify the grammatical form of the underlined word? 
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b) Modal    b) Infinitive     c) Article    d) Gerund 

41.   I __________   writing a story. 

        a) Is     b) Am     c) Are    d) Were 

42.   Which of the words given below can be placed after the wordsmatch to form a 
compound word. 

         a) Teacher     b) Box     c) Book    d) Cap 
  43. Find out the opposite of the word:  Boy 
         a) Men      b) Girl    c)  Man     d)  Woman 
   44. Which of the following word takes the prefix ’il’ 
         a) Moral     b) Able    c) Legal    d)  Obey 
  45.  Find out the opposite of the word:     Begin  x End  
   46.  Translate the following words in Tamil:  Earth    -  óä 

   47.  Write  two sentences about  “Village” 
   48.  Speaking skill 
           Speak four sentences about “My Ambition” 
    49.  Read aloud: 
Any Paragraph. 
   50.  Teacher  should read the passage.  Students should listen carefully and answer the 
         Questions asked   by the teacher. 
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